Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr.
City of Anderson
120 E. 8th Street
Anderson, IN 46016
(765) 648-6000

From the Mayor…
July was full of excitement and activity. Anderson’s Independence
Day event was spectacular, offering multiple free activities for everyone. The Anderson extended Summer Concert Series continued to present free concerts with Living Proof at Dickmann Park and Corey Cox at
the Independence Day Carnival. The pool was open and free for everyone throughout the summer. The splash pad at May Park had continued to be a favorite place for kids to cool off. The Parks and Recreation
Department offered the free use of paddleboats and kayaks at
Shadyside Park, summer activities in the parks, and a summer camp
program. The APD continued to host their outstanding free Block Party
events. The list could go on.

Looking ahead to August
July 29-31 Black Expo Celebration at Jackson Park
Aug 4-7 SoulFest at Fairview Park
Aug 5 First Friday Art Walk—Downtown Anderson
5:00-8:00
Aug 5 Summer Concert Series—Jai Baker at Dickmann Park 7:30 FREE
Aug 6 Tether Car Racing at Jackson Park 12:00pm
FREE

July saw celebrations of new businesses and exciting prospects for
future projects and growth. There have been several fund-raising
events for charities with volunteers working for the benefit of others.
Road construction has been on-going, and the park renovations at
Streaty Park have been amazing.

Aug 13 APD Block Party at Shadyside Park
11:00am-1:00pm FREE

August is still the height of summer, but with the start of school
right around the corner, it can feel like it is fading fast. Hold on. There
is still a lot of summer left in this great town.

Aug 18 Anderson Symphony Orchestra- A Little
Night Music featuring Dean Martini 7:30

The extended Summer Concert Series continues with Jai Baker,
Magnolia Soul and Dane Clark taking the stage on Friday nights in August. The APD has more upcoming block parties scheduled, and our
Parks and Recreation Department continues to provide activities for
our families. May Park and the pool will remain available throughout
the month, and other special events are around the corner, such as the
Carl Erskine Documentary at the Paramount on August 13.
I would like to extend best wishes to all students, families, and
teachers in the upcoming school year and remind everyone to be careful as we re-adjust to our schools opening. Most of all, let’s continue to
enjoy the summer together.

Aug 19 Summer Concert Series—Magnolia Soul at
Dickmann Park 7:30 FREE
Aug 26 Summer Concert Series—Dane Clark at
Dickmann Park 7:30 FREE
Every Tuesday & Thursday beginning Aug 9 Coffee
with Friends at the Geater Center 8am-10am FREE
Saturdays & Sundays Southside Pool open from
12:00pm—7:00pm FREE
Every Thursday-Monday Kayaks and Paddleboats
at Shadyside Park from 1:00-6:00 FREE
Every Saturday Farmer’s Market 9:00am-12:00pm
at 1102 Central Ave.

Thomas J. Broderick, Jr.
Mayor, City of Anderson
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Aug 13 The Best We’ve Got: The Carl Erskine Story
Premier at the Paramount 7:00pm
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Independence Day Celebration: Parade

Anderson was excited to welcome the parade back as the first event of
the Independence Day celebration on July 2 this year. The streets of the
parade route were lined with smiling spectators and clusters of families
and kids waving and ready to fill their bags and pails with candy from
floats and walkers.
Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. preceded by the SWAT vehicle and the
Civil Air Patrol Honor Guard presenting the US and Indiana flags,
opened the parade. Following in the line-up were representatives of
City of Anderson departments, costumed characters, business floats,
dance troupes, and the Anderson High School marching band, among
others.
Mayor Broderick commented, “We are excited to have the parade
back. It makes our traditional Independence Day celebration complete.
This was for the people of Anderson; seeing them happy made all of the
preparations worth it.”
Winner of the Best Float contest was Stillwell Manor Haunted House,
followed closely by White River District Scouts/Boy Scouts of America.
Special THANK YOU to our parade sponsors, to Bailey Security, to all of
the participants, to the volunteers, and those who came out.

Parade Video (Thank you Anderson
TV): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dwloMQdyYl0

AndersonNow!
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Independence Day Celebration: Free Carnival for the Kids

Independence Day festivities continued as the evening progressed. Directly following the parade, excited crowds filtered into Athletic Park to enjoy the free planned events presented by Mayor Thomas Broderick, Jr., City of Anderson
employees, and community volunteers.
Many activity options were ready for the incoming crowds. A carnival tent entertained children with lively décor and
exciting games. Kids tossed balls, dropped Plinko discs, and pulled ducks, all for prizes while pleased parents looked
on. Princesses, from Once upon a Princess, dazzled the little ones with conversation, smiles, pictures and hugs.
A variety of inflatables and activities provided even more fun for kids of all ages. There was a giant slide, bounce houses, a Hungry Hippo game and more. Additionally, there were rock climbing pillars for those who wanted a challenge,
and there was a petting zoo for the little ones and families who wanted a quiet and peaceful moment.
Food trucks provided, snacks, treats, and meals for hungry visitors. The Anderson High School band sold hamburgers
and hot dogs as a fundraiser in addition to the several food trucks and vendors that provided great food.
“Joining the people of Anderson for the Independence Day Carnival is one of the highlights of the year,” shared Mayor
Broderick. “The park comes to life with laughter and interaction as everyone shifts from one place to another. It is definitely an evening to remember.”

AndersonNow!
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Independence Day Celebration: At Night
Another tradition, the much admired Corey Cox and his
band took the stage at 8:00 and thrilled the crowds as the
evening turned into the night.
Singing a wide range from classic rock to country, Corey
kept the audience entertained and energized while Mayor
Broderick passed out glow sticks to kids of all ages.
The night concluded with a spectacular display of fireworks
that lit up the sky in an array of colors and shapes drawing
cheers and applause from all.

Independence Day Celebration: Behind the Scenes
Events this size don’t just happen. Many hours of preparation and planning
are necessary to ensure that everything occurs smoothly, keeping in mind:
the experience for the guests, efficiency, and public safety.

Darla’s mobile office

Police finalize parking
plans at Athletic Park.
Taking a break at the
parade lineup

AndersonNow!

The planning, directed by Darla Couch Sallee and her famous binder, included
representatives from every city department in addition to amazing community volunteers who stepped up, offering their time and effort.
General meetings occurred weekly with individual assignments and updates.
The team was invited to offer suggestions to improve the event and asked to
fulfill roles related to their expertise. Topics were thorough and agendas full,
including every element from decorating to parade lineup to Athletic Park
layout and more. Additional meetings were held covering specific issues.
“Darla and all of the individuals
who worked behind the scenes,
impressively considered details
and made thoughtful decisions
to make sure that everyone enjoyed the celebration,” commented Mayor Broderick. “The
city of Anderson is lucky to have
these amazing people that we
can rely on.”
4

The stage does not decorate itself.
Thanks, Brook and Josh.
August 2022

Independence Day Celebration: Airshow

On July 3, the Anderson Municipal Airport 2022 Airshow extended the
Anderson Independence Day Celebration, adding a new component to
our traditional events.
Airport manager, Brian McMillen brought in “Air Boss” Tom Spielman
to arrange pilots and to emcee the event. The two stunt pilots performed an amazing catalogue of aerobatic maneuvers, highlighted
with a choreographed display with both pilots flying together. The
crowd was amazed by the them individually as well as their partnered
actions.
Keith Givens and the local EAA (Experimental Aircraft Association)
chapter displayed several planes owned by local pilots.
Dennis Griffey, DG the DJ, provided music for the crowds as they socialized, tailgated, and explored the planes that were on display. Rita
Paget and the “Ramp Rats” volunteered to park the planes and to provide assistance and monitor activity on the ramp.
The town of Chesterfield scheduled the food trucks and closed the
evening with their fantastic firework show. Both Anderson and Chesterfield provided fire, police, and EMT services at the event.
“We have a great working relationship with our Chesterfield neighbors. I want to thank Chesterfield Clerk-Treasurer Deb Dunham and
Town Council President Ed Leonard for their leadership,” commented
Mayor Broderick. “The pilots were impressive, and everyone had a
great time. This is something that we intend to continue in the future.”

Link to video: https://www.instagram.com/p/Cfm1ItUDRsv/

AndersonNow!
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Grand Opening: The Perfect Blend
Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. and the City of Anderson officially welcomed The Perfect Blend to our
local business community at a ribbon cutting Ceremony on July 7.
This fantastic coffee and drink shop has an amazing
menu of unique flavors and several drink options.
The interior of the establishment is cozy and has a
“Friends” vibe present in the décor and the customer service.
A charming play area for little ones adds to the
comfortable setting, making you want to stop by
for a drink and a smile.
Their amazing menu of shakes, coffees, and teas as
well as upcoming events are available on their Facebook page.

The City of Anderson Sponsors The 2022 Black Expo
Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. and the
City of Anderson are proud to sponsor
the 2022 Black Expo celebration at Jackson Park.
Representatives of the organization
stopped by the Mayor’s office and
paused for a photo and a chat when they
picked up the city’s contribution.
In addition to sponsorship, the City of
Anderson provided support for this annual event by bringing in bleachers and the
city stage. Anderson Light and Power
electricians were also on site working to
ensure that the electrical needs for the
event were met.
The event takes place July 29-July 31.
Highlights include: live music, a talent
show, a fashion show, a parade, a health
fair, a car and motorcycle show, and
more.
Local vendors and support organizations
set up booths with information and giveaways.
There is something for everyone!
AndersonNow!
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EnerDel Chooses Anderson for Headquarters

Battery manufacturer, EnerDel has chosen to move its headquarters and
manufacturing facility to Anderson. EnerDel makes lithium-ion battery
packs and energy storage systems. These battery modules have the capacity to power heavy-duty transportation and provide off-grid electrical storage.
EnerDel, the only American owned manufacturer of battery modules, has
opened its facility in a 40,000 square foot space in Anderson’s Flagship, and
they foresee quick growth as demand for battery storage continues to grow
worldwide. They are grateful that there is room to expand at the Flagship.

A bonus of their manufacturing process is that there is almost no waste;
every component in the process is used or can be recycled.
Mayor Broderick spoke at their media event, stating, “Derrick [Buck, Senior
Director of Engineering ] reached out in December, asking if there was a
location in Anderson that could accommodate their needs. Anderson has a
long history of manufacturing, and we saw that we would be an ideal fit for
their needs.”
EnerDel, a future focused company, is working on developing next generation battery technology and advancing their technology to monitor battery
health for maintenance and repair.
EnerDel is also leasing manufacturing space and offices in another building.
They currently have 55 employees and see great opportunity for picking up
staff as they expand.
With the current direction of energy in the world today, this facility is a
huge asset for our great city.

AndersonNow!
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Summer Concert Series
Corey Cox —
Athletic Park

For the Independence Day celebration, Anderson’s Summer
Concert Series continued, taking place at Athletic Park.
Corey Cox’s performance at Athletic Park is something
that our community looks forward to every year.
Indiana native, Corey Cox has a wide fan base
due to his scope of music styles. Additionally, his original
songs
have earned him
critical
acclaim as well as
devoted
fans. We hope that
Corey
will continue to be a part of our Summer Concert Series for years to come.

Living Proof — Dickmann Park

Crowds packed Dickmann
Park to welcome and listen to adored band, Living Proof. This amazing
group from Indianapolis
has generated an impressive following over their
years together.
Even with temperatures
in the upper eighties,
local residents came early
to claim their spots, and
more continued to come as the night moved on—
just to experience this amazing group which has
been awarded “Indy’s Best Cover Band” several
times.
Mayor Broderick stated, “Anderson is proud to
host this excellent band as a part of our extended
Summer Concert Series. Their performances have
continued to draw many to downtown Anderson.
Saxophonist, Teddy Patterson, in particular, has
been a favorite in Anderson.”

The extended Summer Concert Series, presented
by Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. and the City of
Anderson Parks and Recreation Department, runs
through the first week of October, hosting free
concerts at Dickmann Park, Anderson Town Center.

AndersonNow!
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Anderson Parks: Streaty Park Revitalization

Clear need of attention

Removing the old equipment

Getting the foundation prepped

In 2021, Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. turned his attention to Streaty Park. This park, tucked away in a quiet neighborhood, had fallen into disrepair over the years. Knowing the need and history of this community and the potential of
this amazing facility in Anderson, Mayor Broderick worked with Lelia Kelley of the City Community Development Department on the renovation plans for this park as a part of his ongoing revitalization of parks throughout the city. Community Development provided the funds for this project.

Equipment assembly begins.

Landscaping for appearance and safety

The park is named for John Streaty, Anderson resident who
fought for the creation of the park in the 1970s. Mr. Streaty also
worked for Community Action, helping to encourage people to
get out to vote. Further, he was a community activist and former
Precinct Committeeman.
“Mr. Streaty deserves to be honored with a facility that will draw
the kids and families,” commented Mayor Broderick. “We hope
that this update will be a place that everyone will enjoy.”
Resurfaced basketball courts

Getting there — shelter work in
progress

AndersonNow!
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First Friday Art Walk

Local artists share their gifts and
talents on Meridian Street.

Art comes in many forms. It can be photography, painting, culinary creativity, music, mixology, film, design, writing, and more. If you have not gone
on the First Friday Art walk in Downtown Anderson, you should definitely
do it.
There are many surprises in this city! The First Friday Art Walk showcases
local talent in multiple mediums. You can step into various businesses and
sample their specialties, trying something new while visiting with others
who share the same love for all forms of art.
You can visit booths with the wares of local artists. Cultured Urban Winery
has an amazing atmosphere and out-of-this-world specialty wines. Oakley
Brothers has unique drink flavors and a menu that is fantastic.
The “Not so Secret Garden” is an imagination filled oasis, hosting a variety
of artists and their collections of glass, metal, wood creations and so much
more.
Anderson talent is incredible!

AndersonNow!
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Groundbreaking Fletcher

The 2114 Fletcher property groundbreaking was an exciting event that had been a long time coming. The process
began in 2020, and, like many things, was delayed with a
pandemic and issues that followed. The obstacles just
made this day more celebratory for the people involved.
The Community Development team, Lelia Kelley and Amber Lewis-Lilly, remained dedicated to this project which
was funded using money that had been already set aside
and is the result of a partnership between the City of Anderson, PathStone, Neighborhood Works , the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, CenterPoint Energy,
and others.
The structure, which is a step in transforming this neighborhood and our city for all people of Anderson, will be
constructed in part by the ACSC Construction Trades students.
The focus of the final product is efficiency, safety, and visitability, having accessibility features so that any visitor is
able to comfortably get access in and around the home.

Pictures of the former structure as well as the future plans for the property were available for
attendees of the groundbreaking ceremony.

Mayor Broderick stated at the event, which included neighbors as well as key players in this project, “The Anderson
Community Development Corporation (ACDC) was created
by the City of Anderson to identify individuals or entities
who are interested in developing blighted property. Lelia
and Amber have done an outstanding job in finding matching organizations and working collectively to rebuild our
neighborhoods. Their dedication benefits many.”

AndersonNow!
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APD Block Party May Park

The APD Block Party at May Park on July 9 was another unbelievable success. Officers served a record number of lunches to visitors who stopped by to enjoy the many
attractions.
Various locations were positioned around May Park to avoid clusters and confusion
and making all of the elements of the event accessible.
Firefighters had many giveaways for kids and families. They also invited excited kids
to climb into the firetruck and check things out. Additionally, they thrilled kids as
they invited them to try out holding the fire hose, an opportunity that had many kids
lining up for a turn.
“It is amazing to see so many people volunteer their time to make a special event
like this for the people of Anderson. The
people of our community are what makes
Anderson truly great.” —Mayor Broderick

Police officers, in addition to cooking and monitoring every station, had an area set
up where people could check out SWAT team shields and safety equipment. They
had a K9 officer with his police dog for people to interact with, and they got out the
robot and demonstrated its capabilities on different terrains, even going through wet
areas in and around the May Park splash pad.
The hot dog lunch was free, and awesome volunteers worked with the officers to
make sure that everyone was fed. Lions Club volunteers were back with shaved ice,
and as a special bonus, Abracadabra Entertainment was present making balloon hats
and animals for the kiddos.

In addition, several community service booths were set up with information and
giveaways such as snacks, booklets, and other treats and items. The event was awesome. Thank you, Assistant Chief Mike Anderson and volunteers for making this
event a great success!

AndersonNow!
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Anderson Organizations: Supporting Causes
National Guard Supports Educators
Teachers were the focus of
the National Guard Golf
Outing fundraiser on July 14
at Meadowbrook Golf Course.
The amazing event, organized
by SSG George Salinas, drew
many participants for this
worthy cause.
Mayor Broderick, who also
supports educators through
the proceeds of his Mayor’s
Ball extended his best wishes
and reinforced the importance of supporting
schools at the beginning of
the event.

New National Guard recruits also
volunteered at the event.

This year’s event was also
honored by the presence of
Major General R. Dale Lyles
who attended and spoke before the participants were
sent off.
Thanks to all participants,
sponsors, and volunteers.

The United Way: Fun with a Purpose
Friday, July 15 marked the date of the
15th Annual United Way/MCC Golf
Classic. This highly anticipated event
has many sponsors at different levels
and in different categories to raise
money.
The United Way has multiple programs
that aid in helping adults and children
to thrive, offer education and provide
support in numerous ways.
One of the highlights of the event is the
“Ball Drop.” In this part of the event
numbered balls are dropped from a
City of Anderson ladder fire truck. The
number on the ball that goes into the
hole is the winner.
“The City of Anderson is proud to support this worthy organization through
sponsorship and by participating in the
Ball drop,” stated Mayor Thomas J.
Broderick, Jr. “The excitement of this
part of the day is something that people look forward to, and it helps generate more donations for the
United Way
which serves so
many people in
our community.”

AndersonNow!
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Anderson Parks: Tether Car Races in July

With the National Competition coming in September, more
racers were at the tether car track for the July practices.
Tether cars can have electric or gas powered engines. Cars are
placed on a circular track with a tether attached that keeps
them on the track until the centrifugal force takes over, ensuring that they will not fly off at high speeds.
Cars at the Anderson track, located at Jackson Park, have
gotten over 200 miles per hour. Speeds are tracked with specialized equipment and recorded for data, competition and
sometimes to set world records.
Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. joined the growing group of
spectators on July 15, for the excitement at the track. Anderson is one of only 3 tether car tracks in the country, the other
2 being in California and New York. Our central location enables us to draw enthusiasts and racers from all over.
Many of the participants are new to the activity. If you are
curious, stop by in August. Check the City of Anderson Facebook page for the dates and information.

AndersonNow!
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Surprises at the Speedway

Checking out the track for the 54th Annual Redbud
400 presented by Mitch Smith Auto Service and Perfecto led to an amazing surprise.

Celebrity and acclaimed driver Ken Schrader, from
Fenton, MO, was present at the track with his team,
making rides available for individuals on site.
The Redbud 400 consists of 400 Laps of racing with
pit stops within the quarter-mile bullring.
Anderson’s Speedway is nationally renown for its
speeds, pitch and capabilities and has huge events
scheduled every week.
The City of Anderson is excited to support the Anderson Speedway which draws people from all over
the country to our fantastic city.

AndersonNow!
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Road Work throughout July
38th St

3rd Street

They say that the only
things that are certain
in life are death and
taxes, but we are adding road maintenance
to that list.
Road work is always
necessary for a variety
of reasons, weather,
age, wear, growth, etc.
Mayor Broderick has
been committed to addressing road issues
every year for the past
7 years in a row. His
engineers monitor the
roads regularly, evaluating high priority areas.
City crews and contractors are at work all
through the paving season. It is constant and
necessary.

Fresh Paint on Madison Ave.

Alexandria Pike-Grading
AndersonNow!
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Parks Department: Healthy Fun Outside

What’s the difference between tennis and pickleball? If you have to ask, then you
should look for the Parks Department’s free lesson. Pickleball is taking the world by
storm and is a great way to have fun.
Playing pickleball is one of many opportunities for Anderson residents to get some exercise while having a great time together. Pickleball courts are available at Shadyside Park,
Pulaski Park, and May Park.
Look on the Anderson Parks & Recreation and the City of Anderson Facebook pages for
information about the upcoming pickleball tournament on August 20.
Tennis is also available and a wonderful sport. Additionally, Anderson has a pool that is
free of charge, a free splash pad, free kayak and paddleboat use, hiking and walking
trails, basketball, playground equipment and more.

Working out in the park with
friends! What could be more
fun? Anderson residents can
spend time with current friends
or make new friends when they take advantage of the Family
Workout Program hosted by the City of Anderson Parks and Recreation Department.
Stop by and dance your way to health or choose a different exercise option. See the flyer on this page for details.
AndersonNow!
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Parks Department: Summer Camp in July
The Anderson Parks and
Recreation Summer Camp
Program had 2 locations
this year.
The Anderson Zion Baptist
Church was one location
that served the children of
our community.
The program provided academic support blended
with fun activities.

Mayor Broderick visited
when the kids had open
gym time at the end of the
day and enjoyed free time
with their counselors and
each other.

Summer Campers at the
Geater Center used their
free play time to burn energy in the boxing ring. No
shoes allowed!
Other kids opted to use the
punching bags or play in the
gym. The Geater Center
offers some amazing facilities to people of Anderson!
It has been a great summer
for the campers. The
Southside Pool was reserved
for them every Monday.
Then, Thursday through Friday they had activities, including art, sports, tutoring,
and special visiting organizations.
The Anderson Public Library
came out and provided team
building activities, and during another week, IVY Tech
came out with their STEM
bus providing hands-on science challenges for all of the
kids.
Thank you Parks Department
for another successful year!
AndersonNow!
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Street Department: Summer on the Streets
Mowing and Maintenance on a
Daily Basis

Summer days are busy for the
Street Department. Crews are
scheduled to go from location to location
throughout Anderson on a daily basis, mowing
and cleaning lots that the city is responsible for maintaining.
Schedules are frequently adjusted and expanded by the
amazing office staff members who constantly field calls
about empty lots as well as road damage and other issues,
all to serve the community.
“We want to let the street department know that we appreciate all that they do for the city,” stated Mayor Broderick. “This is one of the departments that doesn’t get a lot of
recognition for the important services that they provide.
Thank you, guys.”

On the Go
Whether it is scheduled needs or cleanup after a big storm, the
Street Department crews keep busy every day. This team
worked on Broadway taking care of tree limbs, a much needed
service after wind gusts over the weekend caused a lot of debris from trees to fall.
They collected it and ran it through the chipper before hauling
it off and going on to the next job.

AndersonNow!
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Anderson Pride
Anderson Municipal Airport: Featured in National Magazine
The Anderson Municipal Airport
was featured in the Aviation section of Business View Magazine,
a source of business information
with over 400,000 subscribers.
The article highlights the importance of the airport to local
businesses.
Further, it includes the growth
that has occurred at the airport
including housing several local
businesses such as: Indy Air
Sales, MJ Aircraft Interiors, Superior Flight Training, ANDAIR flight
training, Anderson Aircraft Service, and, just celebrating its first
year at the airport, Tom Wood
Aviation.
The article includes future
growth and planned projects at
the airport.
Link to the issue: https://
businessviewmagazine.com/digitalmagazines/june-2022/207/

Mayor to Mayor

He may live in Florida now, but former
Anderson Mayor J. Mark Lawler’s
heart and history are in Anderson.
When Mayor Lawler came home for a
visit, Mayor Broderick met him at the
CATS terminal to catch up and give a
tour of the amazing facility that he had
envisioned 20 years earlier.
AndersonNow!
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32nd Annual Ollie Dixon Back to School Parade & Picnic
The 32nd Annual Ollie Dixon
Back to School Parade and
Picnic brought the community together at Jackson Park
for a great purpose.
After the introductory parade, where attendees filled
bags with candy from the
walkers, the events at the
park began.
NTN Driveshaft volunteers
served lunch for everyone.
Booths were set up with information and health
screenings as well as providing items to help prepare
kids for the start of school.
The traditional, exciting bike
raffle got the attention of all
of the kids followed by the
distribution of the school
supplies.
Tammie Dixon was a great
host, partnered with Ollie
Dixon on stage.

Congratulations on a successful event and Best Wishes to all students for a successful school year.

AndersonNow!
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Apex Leadership Program
Students in the Media Program wrote a song called “Better.” Then, they worked
together to plan, film, and edit a music video of their original song.

Kids in the Construction Program built miniature houses following
standard construction
processes.
Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr. attended the Apex Leadership Program’s event
at the Impact Center celebrating the resounding success of its first year. This
new program intertwines academic support, leadership development, career
exploration and talent development through hands-on activities.
Program director, Maureen Dunkin from the Minority Health Coalition, expressed great pride in her team and their progress as well as pride in the kids in
the program. Her staff included 9 ACSC teachers, 11 para-professionals, and 10
enrichment facilitators.

Students in the Entrepreneur program presented their product pitches in a “Shark
Tank” format for local business professionals, Treva Bostic and Miguel Patterson.

The 2 week July program had a logical schedule. Tutoring to fill gaps and reinforce skills was first thing in the morning. Then, kids had leadership sessions.
The afternoon had lunch and the exciting enrichment programs. Kids had a wide
variety of programs to choose from, and they were amazing.
In the Media option, kids interviewed one another as they created a vlog in addition to writing a song and filming and editing a music video for that song.
Kids in the Performance option, discussed acting as art. They worked together
or alone to express themselves through writing a poem. Then, they acted out
the work through dance, rhythmic drumming, and dramatic recitation.
Mayor Broderick stated, “It was amazing to see the quality projects that these
young people created in a matter of days. The energy and emotion of the facilitators as well as their guidance and instruction clearly influenced the kids, and
the result impressive.”
Other enrichment options included: Construction, Art, Entrepreneurship, Gardening, Robotics, Photography, and more. The projects that students created in
teams were spectacular! At the celebration, after sharing lunch, students presented their projects in a variety of ways: displaying their art or projects, presenting business projects in a Shark Tank format to real local professionals, performing for the audience, or sharing videos.

Kids proudly show off their photography
and art projects.

AndersonNow!

The students in the robotics option raced their creations on the last day.
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Anderson Beautification
Businesses and individuals step up all
over Anderson, doing their part to
improve the city. Flower beds and
designated areas downtown and in
other parts of the city are “adopted”
and maintained throughout the year.
This program is organized by Economic Development Specialist Levi Rinker
who is with Mayor Thomas J. Broderick, Jr.’s Economic Development Department. It is one way that any resident can participate in making this
city a home that we can be proud of.
“This benefits more that just the appearance of the downtown,” noted Mayor Broderick.
“People are able to enjoy the downtown area and willing to
spend more time there when it looks good.”
Aqua Systems Salt Shop landscapes and maintains the
“islands” on 53rd Street and Madison Ave.

Street Department — Street Sweeper

Not every town has a street sweeper. It is the kind of thing that you only seem to notice when you DON’T
have it. Anderson’s street sweeper is scheduled every day of the work week, and we are lucky to have this
service. The street sweeper schedule is posted at www.cityofanderson.com in the “News” tab.
AndersonNow!
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